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Introduction
The Quick Reference Guide will guide the user through the procedure in creating social groups. Social
groups are small groups of reservations that are linked together for social purposes. While group
members can also be social group members, if charges are being routed within the social group, they
cannot be sent to the group reservation.

Setup
To activate the Social Groups feature, go to Front Desk Maintenance | Setup | System Options. Set
the flag to Y for Use Social Groups?

Once the flag has been set, have all users log out and re-login to Maestro. Users will be able to see the
Travels With field on the Guest Reservations screen.
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Procedure
To use the Social Group feature, begin on the Guest Reservation screen. Place the cursor in the Travels
With field and press F6 to create a social group

Once F6 Create has been pressed, the field will populate with “waiting for group”. Then, go to the next
reservation you wish to add to the social group
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Place the cursor in the Travels with field and press F8 Lookup. The Social Group Lookup will display.

If the reservation is an individual reservation, the Social Group Lookup screen will show all members of all
social groups. If the reservation is part of a group reservation, only social groups pertaining to the group
will display.
Reservations that are in the same social group will have the same sharer code (ShrCode). If multiple
members of a social group appear, users can add the reservation to the social group by selecting any
reservation within the social group and pressing Enter.
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The name of the social group member will now be populated in the Travels With field. More than two
people can be in a social group, there can be as many people as desired in a social group. The
reservation with the lowest reservation number will have their name populated in the Travels With field for
all members of the social group on the guest reservation screen.
Once a social group has been associated to the reservation, use the F5 Drilldown on the Travels With
field to view all group members in the social group.

The Social Group Setup screen will appear. This screen will list all members of the social group by
reservation number. Users can use the F5 Drilldown in the Res# field to view the reservation.
Within the social groups, users can set up charge routing rules for charges to be paid for by a different
guest. QUICK
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To have charges be routed to other guests within the social group, users must first determine which
reservation will accept the charges, by entering a Y or N in the A (Accept Charges) field. Next use the F8
Lookup in the P (Post To) field to indicate how the charges are posted.

Y

ALL charges will be posted in the guest
folio of the reservation accepting the
charges, except for charges manually
posted in the folio.

N

No charges will be routed

P

Charges specified in charge routing rules
will be routed

R

Only Room Category Charges and Taxes
will be routed

Once the Post To flag has been set, place the cursor in the Charges Route To field, use the F8 Lookup to
select the reservation the charges are to be routed to. In the example below, Adam Smith is paying the
specific charge routing rules for Bob Lee.
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Once the reservation for the Charges Route To has been selected, if the Post To flag has been set to “P”,
charge routing rules can be configured by selecting Window | Charge Routing Rules

Type

Applies the rule to a:
P = Posting Code
R = Revenue Type
C = Profit Centre

Routing Post Category

Name of the Posting code, Revenue Type
or Profit Centre. An F8 Lookup can be
performed.
Enter the dates of stay in which the
charges will be routed.

Start date
To date
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MP

Code for Meal Plan to which the rule
applies. This field only applies to a POS
that is interfaced with Maestro.

Dollar Limit *

Dollar amount of the charge to be routed.
This is the maximum charge that the payer
accepts.

% Rate *

Percent of the charge the payer pays

Frq

Frequency – The charge will be routed:
D - Once per day
C - Once for every charge
S - Once during the group’s entire stay

Tax

Determines whether the taxes for the
charges accepted should be routed to the
payer reservation
Y = Yes, the payer pays for the taxes
based on the charge routed to the from the
reservation.
N = No the individual guest pays the tax

Clerk

Clerk name, entered by Maestro

R

Rule Status, entered by Maestro
A = Active
D = Deleted

Once the charge routing rules have been set up, return to the Guest Reservations screen. The Post To
Group flag should match the flag set on the Social Group Setup screen. The charges will be routed to the
selected reservation at the time of checkout.
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